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Short Ride in a Fast 
Machine 

(“Fanfare for Orchestra”) 

Composed by John Adams - 1986 

Modern Era (1900-present) 

This is a complimentary SQUILT LIVE! lesson. 

Join SQUILT LIVE today! 

Print this packet for your children. They 
will use the Draw What You Hear and 

Rhythm sheets during our lesson. 
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http://www.squiltmusic.com/squilt-live-music-appreciation


Listening Link 
John Adams 

(1947 -    ) 

John Adams is a Modern Era composer and 
conductor from Massachusetts.   

He was a clarinetist from a very young age. He 
attended Harvard University.  He has also held the 
composer’s chair at Carnegie Hall in New York City 
from 2003-2007. 

He is most well known for his use of MINIMALISM - 
repetition and simplicity - in his music.  

He won the 2003 Pulitzer Prize for Music and has 
also won three Grammy Awards. 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5LoUm_r7It8


Checklist: 
It is an ORCHESTRAL FANFARE  - ceremonial 
music played for Brass Instruments  

John Adams said the piece “reflects the 
exhilaration he felt as a passenger in a very fast 

sports car”.   Does it sound like that to you?  
          
A Woodblock is played throughout the piece… a 
steady rhythm that holds the piece together. 

This underlying rhythm that is repeated is called an 
OSTINATO. 

The piece begins with the woodblock, followed by 
Woodwinds & Brass, then the Strings enter. 

This has been called a “Musical Joyride” - do you 
feel the sense of excitement and anticipation? 
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Rhythms are patterns of sound and silence. 
These are three we can 
make up to go with the 

piece. You can also make 
up your own.  
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Draw What You Hear 
Short Ride in a Fast Machine 
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Action Adjectives 
                      Short Ride in a Fast Machine 

(Liste as many adjectives as you can to describe the piece.) 

_______________  _______________ 

_______________  _______________ 

_______________  _______________ 

_______________  _______________ 

_______________  _______________  

_______________  _______________  
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We hope you enjoyed the lesson! 

This has been a sample of what you would 
receive twice each month in SQUILT LIVE! A 
membership to SQUILT LIVE! also includes: 

- a monthly listening calendar with 
clickable listening links for each day of 
the month 

- access to ALL lessons and calendars in 
the archives - includes video lesson and 
lesson packets 

- 20% discount on all SQUILT products 
- special performances and events (in the 

past we have had the US Air Force Band 
as a special guest) 

- a weekly newsletter with teaching tips 
and ideas 

Join SQUILT LIVE today!
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